Abstract. Aiming at the rapid expansion of urbanization, This paper proposed a new independent vector analysis model, it is an extension of ICA for independent multivariate speech where the sources are mixed component-wise. Formulation that can solve the frequency-domain blind source separation problem, which is very useful in directly applying Newton's method to a contrast function of complex-valued variables. Fast fixed-point independent vector analysis blind source separation algorithms are derived .The real speech signal are used to demonstrate the good converge and accuracy of the algorithms by simulating.
Introduction
The rapid expansion of urbanization is increasingly putting impacts on speech blind separation, and the traditional methods of speech blind separation have exposed their limitations under new circumstances, with the application of fast fixed-point independent vector analysis into it, the unban speech blind separation is instantly developing unprecedentedly [1] . Independent component analysis is a famous and has been widely used in the "blind source separation" of the algorithm. It assumes that the original signal statistical independence, through the output signal the greatest degree of statistical independence, and separate source signal. However, in most of the actual environment, speech signal through the media time delay and reverberation effect will happen, so the speech signal problems based on blind source separation is mixed convolution, and in the frequency domain separation method of the values of the complex signal often also [2] .
This makes simple ICA model has no longer apply and need to expand and the formation of ICA model delay and convolution mixed model. And at present most speech signal processing algorithm is blind is mostly by the nonstationary blind and non-ferrous signal processing algorithm to blind separation [3] , separation results not ideal. This paper puts forward designated independent vector analysis of fast separation algorithm, the time delay and convolution mixture model from the time domain is mapped to the frequency domain and time domain convolution the mixed problem into frequency domain each frequency mixing the instantaneous separated, the whole frequency domain into F a frequency of each frequency application instantaneous linear separation method separation [4] [5] . And the algorithm by increasing the frequency of the signal source between independent constraints to better solves the blind source separation of frequency domain in order not to determine problem [6] .
Independent Vector Analysis (IVA)
The traditional methods of speech blind separation have exposed their limitations under new circumstances, with the application of fast fixed-point independent vector analysis into it, a new independent vector analysis model is proposed. In the time t domain frequency domain with the corresponding n said time, n corresponding to each short-time Fourier transform [7] . Therefore, independent vector analysis can be expressed as:
Aiming at the independent vector analysis, in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) 1 2
s n s n s n = (5) Among them, f is one point for each frequency, F for the number of frequency. In (1) through the different layers of the source signal is independent, so can form vector. S 1 and S 2 are multiple source signals, X 1 and X 2 are observation vector.
Obviously, in each layer in multiple source signals still mixes and forms by components form ICA mixed model. Independent vector analysis and multiple of independent component analysis is different [8] : IVA have multiple standards ICA levels constitute [9] [10] [11] , each ICA layer in form component mixed together, and independent source signal keep not be mixed, so they can form a vector; And diverse ICA (MICA) only have a mixing layer, and independent source signal was mixed, so he can't be divided into several ICA layer. And this paper described the basic algorithm to solve the IVA ICA algorithm order in a sequence of uncertainty. Rapid designated independent vector analysis suitable for frequency domain without noise convolution blind source separation [12] .
Blind Separation Based on Fast Fixed-point Independent Vector Algorithm
Aiming at the rapid expansion of urbanization, this paper proposed a new independent vector analysis model; it is an extension of ICA for independent multivariate speech where the sources are mixed component-wise. Because of the complex variable control function is hard up, so we put RenYiFu variable Z transformation for z u jv = + , then carries on the analysis [13] [14], we'll put z real part of the imaginary part and in real field is optimized. Usually, the complex variable show source as the center of the circle symmetry, so that the source for vector round The ICA algorithm of speech blind separation has two keys, one is the choice of control function, and the other one is to control function optimization. Most part of the ICA algorithm USES the steepest descent method, natural gradient method or rapid fixed-point, Newton iterative method to optimize control function. Newton method is adopted in this paper to update the rules, in this convergence fast and good robustness. This article applies after gradient and complex Hessian matrix, and through the linear transformation of the relationship between the one-to-one up. 
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Among them u and v for real vector, and ( , ) h u v about z o = two Taylor polynomial equivalents to the expression of the complex Taylor polynomial: 
IVA Analysis of Voice Signal
We put the rapid fixed-point IVA algorithm used in speech signal separation. Two speech signal from the two girls speech by two about 3 cm microphones captured and signal reverberation time ten seconds, 1024 DFT sampling points. Matlab randomly generated by the mixed array for A = [a 11 , a 21 , a 12 , a 22 ].
For with noise random mixture of aliasing first speech signal denoising, get a "pure" no chirp voice signal to noise of speech signal after mixing of the application of the designated IVA separation algorithm is fast, The results are as follows: 
Conclusion
Aiming at the rapid expansion of urbanization, this paper proposed a new independent vector analysis model; it is an extension of ICA for independent multivariate speech where the sources are mixed component-wise. The article to the actual produce convolution mixture of speech signal on the rapid fixed-point IVA algorithm separation, the experiment result shows that the algorithm has a good separation actual environment of mixed speech signal and high accuracy, and the convergence speed is good. At the same time, this approximate algorithm by increasing the frequency constraints between independent greatly improve the ICA algorithm separated signal order uncertainty problem, so IVA algorithm has better adaptability, higher accuracy and great flexibility.
